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Simply enjoying life
  

TWOWEEKSAGO ONTHEBEACHIN0H¬1UЍC ASTHEY
walked together, when Ánh asked James what he was thinkING HISREPLYWASÃ3IMPLYENJOYINGLIFEÄ

Anh Minh is grateful for the legacy of life that James
has left and wishes the best for everyone: ³My father lived
his life with joy, laughter, and a deep mind. I hope everyone,
INLOVINGMEMORYOFHIM CANALSOLIVETHATWAYTOOÄ  
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HAITUϣNTRƍЗCóY KHIC«NGóIDϝOTRNBIBIϿNЛ0H¬
1UЍC xNHHЋI0HƍЗCóANGNGHċG !NH0HƍЗC óóPRϭNG
MNHÃóANGVUIHƍЛNGCUЕCSЍNGÄ

Anh--INHCHIASϷƍЗCVЉNGCУAMNHÃ"AT¦IóSЍNG
MЕTóЙITƍOIVUI óϣYTIϻNGCƍЙIVMЕTTMHЏNSUSϫC4¦I
MONGSAOMЉINGƍЙI VЗIKàХCDϡUYUVϽ"A CňNGC¥THϿ
SЍNGóƍПCNHƍVϩYÄ

With Family
  

James was an incredible presence in so many lives, and
especially in the lives of his family. He shared a special relationship with his mother, his jokes keep her entertained. His
loyal and supportive companionship to his lifelong partner
Kim Ánh is cherished by her and also by all those organizations that they together cofounded. The fruits of their close
collaborations over the years have directly benefitted tens of
thousands of people. James was also especially close to his
son Anh-Minh and held an idol-status role model in his
BROTHER+HIEMÁSMIND7HILEHEENJOYEDNATURE HIKESAND
snorkeling, everyone must agree that he enjoyed joking
around with those whom he loved even more.
    

4HN1UYϻN
ĄГ"0HƍЗCLMЕTSЭC¥MϳTKЯDIЃUTRONGNHIϽU
CUЕCóЙI NHϡTLTRONGCUЕCSЍNGCУAGIAóNHANH!NHC¥
MЕTMЍIQUANHЃTHϩTóϳCBIЃTVЗITHNMϧUANH NHЫNG
CHUYЃNTϻUCУAANHLNIϽMVUICHOB-ЍIQUANHЃCHUNG
THUгVPHСTRПCУAANHDNHNGƍЙIBϝNóЙI+IMxNHóƍПC
BϟNTHNCHЇVNHЫNGTБCHХCMHAIANHCHЇHПPTCóϿGϣY
DЭNGQUàTRЉNG4HNHQUϟCУASЭHПPTCMϩTTHIϻTCУAHAI
ANHCHЇóTRЭCTIϻPGI¬PóНóƍПCCHOHNGCHСCNGHN
NGƍЙI!NH0HƍЗCLNGƍЙICHATϩNTСYVRϡTGϣNGňIVЗI
Anh--INH CONTRAIANH VLTHϣNTƍПNGóЍIVЗI+HIM EM
TRAIANH#«NGVЗINIϽMSAYMTHINNHIN NHϡTL
ÃSNORKELINGÒ MЉINGƍЙIóϽUPHϟIóЏNGàLANHRϡTCHUЕNGKϿ
CHUYЃNTϻUTϡTCϟNHЫNGL¬CC¥THϿVKH¦NGC¥THϿ
    

Recognition
JAMES òГ "0HƍЗC SPANNEDMANYCULTURESANDINTERESTS!MANOF
science and mathematics, he delighted in the beauty of patterns and abstract art. He dedicated himself to teaching others about engineering and
technology. A man of nature, he spent hours snorkeling, backpacking and
camping. He loved searching for the best beaches, and enjoyed leading his
friends and family in explorations of the hills and mountains.

PHƍЗCMADETHEMOSTOFTHETWOCULTURESTHATSPANTHE0ACIFIC(E
enjoyed the freedom, education, and opportunities that America had to offer, while delighting in the small pleasures of his native land. He enjoyed
taking the bus to work and riding his bicycle in the morning to buy sticky
rice (xôi) for breakfast. He found joy in entertaining his family and friends
with French and Italian recipes, often incorporating his secret ingredient,
NƍЗCMϫM

PHƍЗCDEDICATEDHIMSELFTOTHEDEVELOPMENTOF6IЃT.AMANDTHE
preservation of its rich cultural legacy. He co-founded the Vietnamese
Nôm Preservation Foundation (www.nomfoundation.org), leading many
meetings with the United Nations to successfully include Vietnam's literary script in the Unicode standard.

IN 0HƍЗC MOVEDBACKTOTHECOUNTRYOFHISBIRTHTOLEADSOFT
ware engineering teams. He found the greatest reward in bringing a new
generation of technical minds into a position of global leadership.

PHƍЗCS DREAMSAREKEPTALIVETHROUGHTHISNEWGENERATION THROUGH
his loving son, through his devoted wife, and through the many non-profit
organizations he helped found, including VNHELP, Pacific Links Foundation, and the Vietnamese-American NGO Network. The memory of his vision and dedication continues to inspire those around him to embrace the
future and change the world for the better.

'HI.HϩNCУATHNHЫU
TRONGSUЍTNHIϽUTHϩPNIN 0HƍЗCLU¦NЛTUYϻNóϣUTRONGNГLЭC
MANGHЃTHЍNGCHЫVIϻT XƍACБLϧNHIЃNóϝI CУA6IЃT.AMóϻNVЗITHϻGIЗI 
BϭNGCCHTHAMGIAVOQUITRNHCHUϥNHOCУA5NICODEòƍПCóOTϝONHƍ
MЕTNHTONHЉC ANHóLMVIЃCCУAMЕTKеSƍPHϣNMϽMVMЕTNH
QUϟNLà TRONGCHUYNNGNHTHIϻTKϻóIЃNTЩTЭóЕNGHOVC¦NGNGHЃ
WEB#HUYNNGNHVQUANTMDIHϝNCУA!NH0HƍЗCLNHЫNGVϡNóϽKе
THUϩTLINQUANóϻNCCLOϝICHЫVIϻTDϝNGóIЃNTЩNHϭMGI¬PTHUH¬TóƍПC
SЭQUANTMCУATHϻGIЗIóЍIVЗIDISϟNVåNHOCУA6IЃT.AM CňNGNHƍ
NNGCAOCCKеNåNGCУA6IЃT.AMTRONGKINHDOANHVTHƍžNGMϝITON
CϣU

ĄUó¥TRNTHϻGIЗI KHIMЕTAIó¥D«NGBNPH MóϿóNHNHЫNG
DϡUTHANHTRNTIϻNG6IЃTVIϻTBϭNG5NICODE NGƍЙIϡYC¥THϿKH¦NGBIϻT
NHЫNGQUYϻTóINHVQUYϻTTMCУAòГ"0HƍЗCNHϭMGIϟIQUYϻTGЉN SϝCH
VMЕTCCHC¥QUICУMЕTVϡNóϽNHХCNHЍIVKH¥KHåN#CH!NH0HƍЗC
SUYNGHċVóϡUTRANHTRONGNГLЭCCHUϥNHOTIϻNG6IЃTBϭNG5NICODEL
BIϿUTRƍNGCUNGCCHCЍNGHIϻNVNHNCCHCУAANH

ĄҽĄ0HƍЗCóϿLϝICϟMЕTGIASϟNDЭATRNL¤NGNHNIVϽPHT
TRIϿNVTHAYóБIVPHTHUYTISϟNVåNHO6IЃTQUAVAITR¤LNHóϝOCУA
ANHTRONGVIЃCTHNHLϩPRACCTБCHХCTHIЃNPHILПINHUϩN6.(%,0 6IET
namese Nôm Preservation Foundation, Pacific Links Foundation và VietNAMESE!MERICAN.'/.ETWORK!NH0HƍЗCóGI¬PTHIϻTLϩPNNMЕTNϽN
TϟNGQUϟNTRЇC¦NGNGHЃTH¦NGTINCHOPHPCCTБCHХCPHTTRIϿNVPHСC
VС-ЍIQUANTMTHƍЙNGHϭNGCУAANHLTHϻHЃTƍžNGLAICУA6IЃT.AM
òЍIVЗITϡTCϟNHЫNGBϝNTRϷNGƍЙI6IЃTMANHCHЅDϝYVLMVIЃCC«NG 
ANHLMЕTNGƍЙITHϣYTϩNTUбVCHåMCH¬T

Parting thoughts
It may well be that because you had always insisted on
real connections, true feelings that today, in parting from us,
you have our abiding love from so many corners of the world
to accompany you.

You left quickly like a shooting star across the sky. We
are still holding on to your jokes, to your essence, your spirit.

We will miss your legendary cooking, though your col-

LEGEROOMMATEWHOENDUREDTHETALENTÁSDEVELOPMENTSTAGE
may have other stories to tell.

We will miss your non-sequitur, practical and quickwitted jokes. We will miss your silent, alert and steady companionship.

We will miss your practical and organized side. You
rarely debated philosophies but acted to demonstrate your
beliefs. You were absolutely loyal. The love you had for the
country was simple but powerful and those are the essence of
your leadership, as you point us the way.

We are thankful to your family for sharing you with us.
You left us stronger.
WESAYÃSEEYOUAGAINÄ ÃTϝMBIЃTÄFORNOW

Chia tay
  

ANHRAóINHƍMЕTNHSAOBåNG#H¬NGT¦IVϧNC¤N¦MGIЫ
óYNHЫNGCHUYЃNTϻUCУA!NH NHЫNGGLTINHTUàCУA!NH TINH
THϣNCУA!NH

CH¬NGT¦IRЏISϹTHIϻUVϫNGóITINϡUåNTRХDANHCУA!NH 
DϧURϭNGNGƍЙIBϝNC«NGPH¤NGTHЙISINHVINóTЧNGPHϟICAM
CHЇUTHЙITINåNGϡYC¤NóANGPHTTRIϿNC¥THϿC¥NHЫNGCHUYЃN
KHCHžNóϿKϿ

CH¬NGT¦ISϹTHIϻUóINHЫNGCHUYЃNTϻUBϡTNGЙ MAMϟNHV
TH¦NGMINHCУA!NH#H¬NGT¦ISϹBЇHСTHϧNGVKH¦NGC¤NC¥SЭ
THNTNHTHϣMLϳNG TINHNHϝYVBϽNCHϳTCУA!NHBNCϝNH

CH¬NGT¦ISϹTHIϻUóISЭTHЭCTIЁNVNGåNNϫPCУA!NH.HЗ
!NHLMNHIϽUN¥I T#HϯNGMϡYKHI!NHLàLUϩNSU¦NG MCH NH
óЙI!NHLHIЃNTHЭCTϡML¤NGTHIϻTTHAYUNƍЗC.HЗ!NHTHUг
CHUNGNHƍMЕT!NHD«NGTNHYUóϡTNƍЗCóžNSžMNHLIЃTNHƍ
LЩATHЩVNG!NHóCHЅCHOCH¬NGT¦ICCHTMCONóƍЙNGó CH
THЭC

C¥LϹV!NHLU¦Nó¤IHЋINHЫNGMЍILINHЃCHNCH NH 
NHЫNGCϟMNGHċTHNHTHϩTMH¦MNAYóYKHILAXACH¬NGT¦I 
!NHóEMTHEOTNHTHƍžNGYUVċNHCЫUMGIAóNHVBϝNBTЧ
KHϫPNžITRNTHϻGIЗIDNHCHO!NH

CH¬NGT¦IóMϝNHLNTRONGTNHTHNCУA!NH
TH¦ITHNGNTHUTϝMBIЃTPH¬TNY

  

4ƍЛNGNHЗ
In Memoriam
4HAYPH¬NGóIϻUVV¤NGHOA XINó¥NGG¥PCHO
In lieu of flowers, donations may be made to

(ЕI"ϟOTЏNDISϟNCHЫ.¦M
Vietnamese Nôm Preservation Foundation
(nomfoundation.org/donate)

